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Innovation is alive and well. And getting stronger. 

Critics are quick to say innovation in the legal industry doesn’t exist. They claim innovation is 
simply the newest buzzword law firms tout, but fail to deliver on. But, fortunately for law firms, 
it’s not the critics who decide—it’s your clients. 

74% of General Counsel and top legal decision makers identify a law firm (actually 338 different 
law firms—about half of the firms serving large clients) exhibiting some form of innovation. 

Legal innovation typically brings to mind AI robots automating legal work, pricing models leaving 
the billable hour in the dust, and the death of BigLaw by non-traditional legal services providers. 
These undisputed innovative practices are only a small sliver of what corporate clients tell BTI is 
truly driving innovation. 

Legal Innovation: Client-defined and Client-driven

Innovation isn’t simply using new technology or offering a new product or service. Innovation 
comes when you find a new approach your client hasn’t seen before to meet their needs.

The challenge is: frequently clients don’t know how to articulate what their needs are. Much like 
visiting a doctor when you’re sick, clients tend to speak in terms of symptoms. “My attorney isn’t 
responsive.” “Legal budgets are unpredictable.” Rarely do clients say, “We need a real-time 
dashboard so I can quickly assess spend per matter and it should include an AI component to 
predict time to completion for each licensing agreement we’re managing.”

©2018 The BTI Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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74% of corporate clients are seeing more innovation
from law firms. 

But, from only 52% of law firms. 
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Clients see more and better innovation. 

Many are quick to dismiss innovation in the legal industry. Clients are telling a different story. 

General Counsel and legal decision makers are beginning to see a shift in how law firms are 
delivering legal services. In 4 years, law firm innovation has strengthened by more than 10%. 
Clients have noticed law firms are more willing to adopt technology and change processes to 
better meet clients’ needs. 

As the strength of innovation continues to rise, it will become more difficult for firms not 
currently embracing these new strategies to catch up.

6.6
7.3

2014 2018
1

10

Corporate clients
rate law firm
innovation stronger

↑10.6%

Average rating of law firm innovation (1-10 scale with 10 being world-class)
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Clients’ Top 27
IT and Innovation Needs and Priorities
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Innovative law firms are asking clients about their needs, identifying pain 
points, and then developing, or acquiring, solutions to meet these needs. 

BTI’s exclusive research with General Counsel and legal decision makers uncovered 27 unique 
needs and priorities clients have specific to innovation and technology. The 27 client needs fall 
into 5 distinct groups:

1. Access to information

2. Tools to streamline and eliminate work processes

3. Getting more data without having to ask

4. Risk mitigation

5. Security and comfort in using technology

You can use the 27 needs on the following pages as a roadmap to target clients’ top priorities 
and be better positioned to meet other needs as they develop.

“Law firms are now coming to us with ways to demonstrate how they would 
partner with us in a cost-effective way while providing value to my team—
whether through the creative use of secondments, alternative fee 
arrangements, or eDiscovery—law firms are more open to new ways of 
working with us.”

– Vice President, Litigation; Fortune 10 Company
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Online access to (and
storage of) working and
final documents

Law firms are offering online access to work product. This enables clients to rely 
on law firm storage and management of critical documents. Law firms organize 
work product in a client-friendly and secure manner. Clients use these systems 
to manage current work. Clients also use this as a storage and reference system. 
Top legal decision makers point out this access gives them more time to review 
deliverables. Online access saves clients time, money, and staffing resources—
and they view your firm as the source of these savings.

Dashboards with
budget status, timelines,
and KPIs

Law firms are providing client-specific dashboards where clients can quickly 
assess a matter’s overall progress, identify particular issues requiring further 
information or decision authorization, and track—on a near real-time basis—
critical key performance indicators (KPIs) such as time to task completion and 
budget to actual comparisons. Clients also see which attorneys are leading and 
performing major tasks. This means there are no unexpected surprises when the
invoice arrives.

Remote access to
work product through apps 
and cloud-based systems

Mobile devices are quickly becoming the preferred technology for clients and 
lawyers alike. This is forcing law firms into the app development game to make 
information sharing easy and seamless across whichever technology platform 
the client prefers. The more robust apps do time tracking, perform document 
automation, allow easy scheduling between clients and all the parties 
involved in a matter, and provide access to all working documents associated
with a matter.

Interactive client portals

Law firms are creating specialized portals to provide a secure entry point for 
clients to easily view, download, and upload information. In addition to 
accessing work product, many portals also allow clients to view budget status, 
expenses, and timelines as well as provide collaboration spaces to quickly 
share—and document—any new thoughts, comments, information, and assign 
tasks within the group.

Online support

Ongoing routine questions from clients are getting Information Age solutions.
A handful of firms have embraced the online assistant model to help guide 
clients through a series of questions to direct them to the correct forms, 
policies, and answers they need for their quick legal concerns. Compliance, 
Labor & Employment, and Regulation support have paved the road in this 
growing offering.

Client Pain Point 1: Access to Information

Order the 
BTI Legal Innovation and 
Technology Outlook 2019
to learn all 27 of clients’

IT and innovation
needs and priorities

https://www.bticonsulting.com/publications/bti-legal-innovation-and-technology-outlook
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BTI Innovation Champions
The 52 Law Firms Clients Say
Are Redefining the Legal Industry
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How do you measure a law firm’s level of innovation?

You ask the people who best know whether a new approach is truly improving how legal services 
are being delivered: General Counsel and top corporate legal decision makers.

BTI’s in-depth telephone interviews with more than 359 corporate clients single out 52 firms as 
truly leading the pack when it comes to reshaping the legal industry to better serve clients. Top 
legal decision makers notice the law firms: 

1. Disrupting the legal industry by doing things other law firms don’t…with no limits. From 
embracing new strategies, strategically hiring lateral partners (or groups), investing in 
targeted office openings, or moving away from the billable hour, these firms drive more 
recognition in the market as true movers and shakers than other firms.

2. Innovating their approach to delivering legal services. Clients recognize the firms bringing 
change—through new technology, services, strategies, or structures—to the legal market.

3. Making strategic changes in client service to deliver a world-class client experience.

4. Embracing technology and using technology in new and different ways to better help meet 
clients’ needs.

©2018 The BTI Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
+ 1 617 439 0333  www.bticonsulting.com

“I look to law firms to be my business partner and think 
differently about problems: innovative deal structures, topical 
insight on market events and their guidance on those trends. 
Host CLEs—we really appreciate these things and have given 
work to firms providing training tailored to our work.”

– General Counsel; Financial Services Leader 
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52 Innovation Champions—Outpacing All the Others

The BTI Innovation Champions are the 52 firms clients see as the true trailblazers in today’s legal 
market. These firms enjoy more unprompted recognition from clients—the most important type 
of recognition—than other firms in the 4 core components of innovation: 

1. Making moves other don’t

2. Adopting processes or technology others don’t use

3. Focusing on the client experience at levels far surpassing everyone else

4. Using technology to improve efficiency and meet specific client needs

Top legal decision makers see the characteristics of innovative law firms as dramatically different 
from all other firms. The BTI Innovation Champions bring a passion for challenging the status 
quo. They know the traditional law firm structure and mindset is insufficient to sustain growth 
well into the future.

The BTI Innovation Champions embrace several essential qualities:

• Willingness to adopt untested, non-traditional approaches to delivering legal services

• Seek out and rely on leading-edge technology to improve the client experience and the law 
firm’s work processes

• Redefining what the client experience and client relationship can look like

• Ability to drive higher and faster growth than other firms—the BTI Innovation Champions 
are reaping the benefits of their risk-taking and realizing growth; they are not simply 
innovating for the sake of innovation

The shifting perspective of the BTI Innovation Champions is recognized by clients which sets a 
new bar by which other firms will be measured. Currently, other firms are not measuring up.

In an industry known for its reliance on traditional structures and approaches, the 52 BTI 
Innovation Champions embrace innovation and technology as vital drivers of business growth. 
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01 Morgan Lewis
02 Seyfarth Shaw
03 Jones Day
04 Reed Smith
05 Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
06 Kirkland & Ellis
07 Gibson Dunn
08 Ogletree Deakins
09 Skadden
10 Dentons
11 Baker McKenzie
12 Hogan Lovells
13 Sidley
14 DLA Piper
15 Littler
16 Eversheds Sutherland
17 Orrick
18 Norton Rose Fulbright
19 Alston & Bird
20 Arnold & Porter
21 Covington
22 Polsinelli
23 Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
24 K&L Gates
25 King & Spalding
26

The definitive list of the most 
innovative law firms as 
ranked by General Counsel 
and top legal decision 
makers. These firms are 
reshaping the legal market to 
better serve clients.

Rank   Firm 

Order the 
BTI Legal 

Innovation 
and 

Technology 
Outlook 2019
to see the list 

of 52 BTI 
Innovation 

Champions…

https://www.bticonsulting.com/publications/bti-legal-innovation-and-technology-outlook
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Market Changers:
Law Firms Leading in Core Innovation Drivers
BTI Legal Movers & Shakers
BTI Innovation Builders
BTI Client Experience Innovators
Law Firm Technology Leaders

Order the BTI Legal Innovation and 
Technology Outlook 2019 to see how clients 

rank more than 300 law firms in the
core drivers of innovation…

https://www.bticonsulting.com/publications/bti-legal-innovation-and-technology-outlook
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The Impact of AI
Helpful, Harmful, or Hype?
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While still in the early stages of adoption, AI tools are being integrated into 
legal work processes. It’s no longer the future of law—it’s today. 

To understand the potential impact of AI on the legal industry, you first need to frame it properly. 
Think Augmented Intelligence—not Artificial Intelligence. AI is intended to help assist and extend 
what lawyers and law firms can do for clients
(not eliminate the need for lawyers). 

The firms embracing this concept instead of
panicking over the adoption of AI will be
positioning themselves for future success.

32% of General Counsel and leading
legal decision makers are seeing AI being
used today—meaning the majority of the 
market has yet to feel AI’s impact on their
legal work. But clients predict AI’s heyday 
is right around the corner.

Clients anticipate AI will have a significant
impact on how legal work is conducted
within the next 5 years.

32.3% of Clients See AI
Being Used in Legal Work

(Percent of Corporate Legal Decision Makers)

32.3%

30.4% 28.3%

13.0%

28.3%

Within the next year 2 to 3 years 4 to 5 years More than 5 years

72% of Clients See AI Making a Significant Impact within 5 Years
(Percent of Corporate Legal Decision Makers)

Order the BTI Legal Innovation and 
Technology Outlook 2019 to see how else

AI, alternative legal services providers,
and technology are influencing

legal decision makers…

https://www.bticonsulting.com/publications/bti-legal-innovation-and-technology-outlook
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BTI’s Methodology and Demographics
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BTI conducted more than 359 
interviews with strategically 
selected top legal decision 
makers in the US at
companies with $1 Billion or 
more in revenue. 

Methodology:

BTI’s innovation rating system 
relies on 4 variables to leave no 
room for subjective opinion or 
judgment. Clients were asked to 
identify the law firms—in an 
unaided and unprompted 
manner—they see as: 

• Making moves other don’t

• Adopting processes or 
technology others don’t use

• Focusing on the client 
experience at levels far 
surpassing everyone else

• Using technology to improve 
efficiency and meet specific 
client needs

Methodology and Demographics
Independent, unbiased research

2019 Survey Participant Demographics

More than 359 in-depth telephone interviews Interviews

Conducted between February 20, 2017 and July 8, 2018Time Frame

Respondents receive a complimentary report of legal 
benchmarks and metricsIncentives

Overview

$12.9 billion

$6.9 billion

Average Revenue Median Revenue

Organizations with Highest Levels of Legal Spending

Representing More than 15 Industries
Banking High Tech Professional Services

Chemicals Insurance Retail Trade

Consumer Goods Investment Banks Telecom

Energy Manufacturing Transportation

Financial Services Pharma Wholesale Trade

• General Counsel/Chief Legal Officer
• Direct Report to General Counsel
• Other Legal Decision Maker

Highest-ranking Legal Decision Makers
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About The BTI Consulting Group, Inc.
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BTI dissects each and every 
aspect of the client experience 
through more than 14,000
independent interviews with 
C-level executives and systematic 
analysis. 

BTI has helped professional 
services firms boost client 
service for more than 25 years. 

BTI is the leading provider of 
strategic research to the legal 
community—performing more 
market research about law firms 
than virtually anyone. BTI has 
helped more than 200 law firms 
and professional services firms 
improve client service through 
compelling research and advice. 
We conduct the only continuous 
benchmarking market study in 
the legal services industry, now 
in its 18th year.

Implement robust client feedback programs

Assess brand awareness and market positioning

Target market opportunities

BTI conducts the most insightful, custom client surveys as part of world-class 
client feedback programs to drive consistent client service delivery for leading 

professional services firms.

Clients use BTI’s fact-based approach and powerful decision-making tools to 
drive change, create urgency, and substantially boost performance.

More than 70 of the 100 largest law firms use BTI’s 
services and research to:

Establish best practices and benchmarks to 
drive performance

Drive new business immediately

Keep competitors out of your client base

Find your strengths…and weaknesses

Learn what clients really want from you

The results:

Key Services to Help Our Clients
Data-driven insights and high-impact advice
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Drive Profits and Growth
Conduct Your Client Feedback with BTI 

Only BTI can help you immediately drive growth, profits, and increase retention 
through high-impact client feedback. 

BTI research shows strategic use of in-depth client feedback translates into: 

• 33% higher profits 
• 19.5% rate premiums across all staffing levels 
• 2x the fees from a single client 
• 33% higher client retention 

BTI works directly with you to design a custom client feedback program 
to drive new business. 

Please contact Michael B. Rynowecer at 
+1 617 439 0333 or mrynowecer@bticonsulting.com 
to learn more about BTI’s custom research & services. 
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Immediately Drive Growth 
with Clientelligence 

Pinpoint your strengths—and weaknesses—
in the activities proven to drive growth

THE 17 ACTIVITIES DRIVING GROWTH

Quadrant I: Relationship Bliss
1. Commitment to help
2. Client focus
3. Understanding the client’s business
4. Providing value for the dollar

Quadrant II: Price of Admission
5. Legal skills
6. Quality
7. Meeting core scope
8. Keeping clients informed
9. Dealing with unexpected changes
10. Handling problems

Quadrant III: Relationship Builders
11. Breadth of services
12. Helping advise on business issues
13. Reputation
14. Unprompted communication
15. Bringing together resources

Quadrant IV: Business Magnets
16. Anticipating the client’s needs
17. Innovative approach

BTI’s more than 25 years of research pinpoint the 17 
activities responsible for driving the absolute best client 
relationships. In essence, they are how clients define 
client service excellence and what clients expect out of 
the firms with whom they have the best relationships. 
The best-in-class performances in these activities are 
proven to drive superior financial performance. 

There’s only 1 way to determine if you are hitting the 
best-in-class threshold: Ask.

Client feedback allows you to unequivocally pinpoint 
where you are excelling and where you need systematic 
improvements in your relationships. 

The best feedback initiatives not only assess how you 
and your firm perform, but also look at the performance 
of the competitors also serving your clients. At the end 
of the day, what does it matter if a client thinks you are 
doing great, if a competitor is doing better?

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 17 ACTIVITIES AND
BTI’S BEST SELLING BOOK: 
CLIENTELLIGENCE:
HOW SUPERIOR CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
FUEL GROWTH AND PROFITS
www.bticonsulting.com/17

http://www.bticonsulting.com/17
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Key Services To Help Our Clients
BTI performs a broad range of services for our clients, including:

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

BTI looks at PERFORMANCE in new ways—driving 
adoption of new tactics and better results.

 Strategic Business Planning
 Client-focused Business Practices
 Custom Training

CUSTOM CLIENT FEEDBACK RESEARCH

High-impact client feedback drives SUPERIOR client 
service. Superior client service drives growth.

 Client Service Performance Studies 
 Client Needs Assessment
 Your Firm’s Client Service Score

MARKET ASSESSMENT

Establish a DIFFERENTIATED position—with less risk, 
lower costs, and a greater chance of success.

 Brand Health & Market Awareness Studies
 New Market Entry Assessments

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Assess your options to find the GROWTH best 
suited to your firm: from least risk to highest return 
and anything in between. 

 Financial and Market Performance
 Competitive Analysis

CLIENT INSIGHT BRIEFINGS

Tailored to your firm and chock full of CLIENT-BASED insights, BTI briefings draw from our research and 
experience to help you boost client satisfaction, increase client retention, and improve your performance.

Please contact Michael B. Rynowecer 
at +1 617 439 0333 or 

mrynowecer@bticonsulting.com
to learn more about 

BTI’s custom research & services.

USE BTI’S SERVICES AND RESEARCH TO:
Drive new business immediately

Keep competitors out of your client base

Find your strengths…and weaknesses

Learn what clients really want from you

Increase client retention

mailto:mrynowecer@bticonsulting.com
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Law firms who would otherwise 
have little insight into corporate 
counsel hiring decisions, goals, 
law firm preferences, market 
positions, and detailed 
recommendations can now gain 
access to the same research 
used by the largest and best-
performing firms in the world. 
The data and insight found in 
BTI’s reports are used to train 
attorneys, guide business 
development, inform strategy, 
and calibrate market trends 
against firm tactics. In short, you 
get many of the benefits of a 
custom study commissioned for 
your firm, at a fraction of the 
cost. These insights are proven 
to drive growth and client 
retention and protect fees. 

All of our reports come with a 
100% satisfaction guarantee and 
complete telephone support to 
help you maximize the value 
from our publications.

You can order these and 
other compelling BTI 
research or publications at 
www.bticonsulting.com.

BTI Client Service A-Team 2018
17 activities drive superior client relationships. 
4 matter most. Discover how clients rate over 
300 law firms—by name—in these key activities, 
including Client Focus, Commitment to Help, Legal 
Skills, and Provides Value for the Dollar. 

BTI Practice Outlook 2018
Your best source for the data and strategies to 
jump start your firm’s growth today. With detailed 
information on 18 practice areas and 18 industries 
find the best opportunities to grow, target and win 
market advantages, and chart the best course of 
action for your firm.

BTI Litigation Outlook 2018
Your trusted and essential guide to navigating the 
hurdles in the litigation market ahead. Use it to 
immediately target the best opportunities, overcome 
challenges, and prepare for the biggest changes. 

BTI Client Service All-Stars 2018
The definitive annual guide to the 326 attorneys 
commanding the attention of GCs and legal decision 
makers at large organizations. BTI went straight to 
the source—the client—to find out exactly which 
attorneys are truly influencing and changing the 
legal industry. 

BTI Research and Publications
Authoritative, innovative, and practical advice from our research

http://www.bticonsulting.com/
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Terms of Use

This copy of BTI Legal Innovation and Technology Outlook: Clients Rank Their Needs and 
Law Firm Performance is licensed to you for private, noncommercial use for internal, 
company purposes. No portion of this information may be copied or transmitted in any 
form, shape or manner without the prior written consent of The BTI Consulting Group, Inc., 
of Wellesley, MA. Any violation of this license may be punishable by applicable federal 
statutes and subject the user to additional and compensatory licensing fees. 
Copyright ©The BTI Consulting Group, Inc., 2018.

Address any questions to:
The BTI Consulting Group, Inc.
396 Washington Street, Suite 314
Wellesley, MA 02481
+1 617 439 0333
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Contact BTI

Questions? Research inquiries? Interested in becoming a BTI Client?

For more information on BTI’s research, seminars, training, or workshops, 
please call:

+1.617.439.0333

Email Michael B. Rynowecer, BTI President, directly at:
mrynowecer@bticonsulting.com

Email Jennifer Dezso, BTI Principal, directly at:
jdezso@bticonsulting.com

Reach BTI on the web at: 
www.bticonsulting.com

Read The Mad Clientist—BTI’s blog at: 
www.bticonsulting.com/themadclientist

mailto:mrynowecer@bticonsulting.com
mailto:jdezso@bticonsulting.com
http://www.bticonsulting.com/
http://www.bticonsulting.com/themadclientist
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